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What we’ll cover together…
1. Why we need a fossil free internet
2. Qualities of a fossil free internet
3. Making the case for a fossil free 

internet
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XKCD cartoon: https://xkcd.com/2500/





We are in a climate crisis 
largely because we keep 
burning fossil fuels, 
instead of finding a path 
off them



The International Energy Agency is the leading authority for the energy sector (link)

https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2022/03/10/working-toward-a-net-zero-future-evolving-our-work-with-energy-companies/


IEA’s Net zero scenario pathway (link)

https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2022/03/10/working-toward-a-net-zero-future-evolving-our-work-with-energy-companies/


Why we need a fossil free internet

Save carbon - climate emergency, remember?

Save lives - 5m+ avoidable deaths / year from poor air 
quality globally, primarily from burning fossil fuels

Save money - fossil fuels are expensive with volatile 
prices

Improve retention among staff - ppl 💚 greener 
firms

Energy security - geopolitics and local resiliency



What we’ll cover together…
1. Why we need a fossil free internet
2. Qualities of a fossil free internet
3. Making the case for a fossil free 
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What does a fossil 
free internet look 
like?



Green
Open
Lean
Distributed

A fossil free internet 
looks like GOLD



Green
Open
Lean
Distributed

Green energy, and 
greener material inputs
For running computers
For making computers











Charts from Bo Tranberg, Entolabs (link)

Annual figures vs hourly figures

“An average of ~30 % per year 
does not mean wind turbines are 
constantly producing at 30 % 
capacity every hour of the year.”

https://twitter.com/BoTranberg/status/1347623339569934342


Ericsson - A quick guide to your digital carbon footprint  (link)

https://www.ericsson.com/en/reports-and-papers/industrylab/reports/a-quick-guide-to-your-digital-carbon-footprint


Green
Open
Lean
Distributed

Open data, open source, 
transparency



Boavista - open data on embedded environmental impact in hardware - dataviz  (link)

https://www.ericsson.com/en/reports-and-papers/industrylab/reports/a-quick-guide-to-your-digital-carbon-footprint


Boavista - dataviz  (link)

https://www.ericsson.com/en/reports-and-papers/industrylab/reports/a-quick-guide-to-your-digital-carbon-footprint


GET api/v3/ip-to-co2intensity/85.17.184.227

RIPE NCC - Carbon Aware Internet Community Project  (link)

if we can annotate IP data with open arbon intensity data…

https://www.ripe.net/support/cpf/ripe-ncc-community-projects-fund


GET api/v3/ip-to-co2intensity/85.17.184.227

{
 "checked_ip": "85.17.184.227",

  "country_name": "Netherlands",
  "country_code_iso_2": "NL",
  "country_code_iso_3": "NLD",
  "carbon_intensity_type": "avg",
  "carbon_intensity_grams_per_kwh": 388.186,
  "generation_from_fossil": 69.84%,
  "year": 2021,
}

https://api.thegreenwebfoundation.org/api/v3/ip-to-co2intensity/129.132.114.77 

…then we can optimise the internet for carbon too, and build new services

https://api.thegreenwebfoundation.org/api/v3/ip-to-co2intensity/129.132.114.77


Google’s new cloud region picker (link)

https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/sustainability/google-cloud-region-picker-helps-you-make-the-green-choice?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=unpaidsoc&utm_campaign=FY21-Q2-Google-Cloud-Blog&utm_content=carbon-region&utm_term=-&linkId=116703550


This is an open compute 
datacentre



Why burn gas when you 
have hot servers nearby?



Green
Open
Lean
Distributed

Making power we do 
use, count



Okular, the first ever eco-certified computer program. Open source, from KDE (link)

Eco certification for code in Germany with Blue Engel and 
SoftAWERE

https://eco.kde.org/blog/2022-03-16-press-release-okular-blue-angel/


Testing an entire system with Greenframe.io (link)

https://eco.kde.org/blog/2022-03-16-press-release-okular-blue-angel/


Getting off Diesel with Project SIESMIC in offgrid locations (link)

https://research.facebook.com/blog/2021/05/how-facebooks-project-seismic-helps-bring-greener-telecom-infrastructure/


Project SEISMIC: Smart Energy Infrastructure for Mobile Internet Connectivity  (link)

https://research.facebook.com/blog/2021/05/how-facebooks-project-seismic-helps-bring-greener-telecom-infrastructure/


Green
Open
Lean
Distributed

Move work through time 
and space to avoid 
carbon emissions





Carbon aware websites
Shifting work through time to use greener energy



Mostly renewables 
on the grid:
serve full set of rich 
images and media 
elements



Lots of fossil fuels 
on the grid:
scale back design 
elements to stay 
inside carbon 
budget



Carbon aware datacentres
Scheduling work to use greener, cheaper energy



How Google move compute loads through time to when energy is cheap and green (link)

https://blog.google/inside-google/infrastructure/data-centers-work-harder-sun-shines-wind-blows


the price of energy is increasingly linked to renewable generation and availability of transmission (link)

https://twitter.com/shelbywebb/status/1523774146496319488


Carbon aware routing
Path preferences for the green routes with 
SCION 









simulated CO2 savings from using SCION, a suite of path aware networking techologies (link)

https://mailchi.mp/90a73969ba79/scion-newsletter-6498016


Green
Open
Lean
Distributed

If you want green, think 
GOLD



What we’ve covered together…

1. Why we need a fossil free internet
2. Qualities of a fossil free internet
3. Making the case for a fossil free internet
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Why you might want a fossil free interet

Save carbon - climate emergency, remember?

Save lives - 5m+ avoidable deaths / year from poor air 
quality globally, primarily from burning fossil fuels

Save money - fossil fuels are expensive with volatile 
prices

Improve retention among staff - ppl 💚 greener 
firms

Energy security - geopolitics and local resiliency



“A recent survey of 1,200 companies across 
six countries showed that, of
those sourcing renewables, 92% are doing 
so in order to reduce electricity costs.”
Re-Source: Introduction to Corporate Sourcing of Renewable Electricity in Europe, 2020 (link)

Re-Source: Introduction to Corporate Sourcing of Renewable Electricity in Europe (link)

https://resource-platform.eu/wp-content/uploads/files/statements/RE-Source-introduction-to-corporate-sourcing.pdf
https://resource-platform.eu/wp-content/uploads/files/statements/RE-Source-introduction-to-corporate-sourcing.pdf


Fuel Switching 2.0: Carbon Price Index for Coal-to-Clean Electricity (link)

https://www.transitionzero.org/blog/fuel-switching-coal-to-clean


Buy a share of a wind farm, in exchange for predictable, lower prices, and a nice warm feeling (link)

If groups of individuals can crowdfund wind turbines for lower bills, 
why can’t we?

https://twitter.com/SpeakSarahSpeak/status/1504147920576294912


Thanks!

Online community for climate aware 
technologists - https://climateAction.tech

This talk with all the links
thegreenwebfoundation.org/ripe84

Get in touch for training, consultancy and 
registering your green services:
chris@thegreenwebfoundation.org
@mrchrisadams, @greenwebfound

https://climateaction.tech

